The Coming of the Arabs to the Sudan
preponderant in Egypt; but a change now took place
which was of vital moment to them. The Governors of
Egypt, with the rise of Ibn Tulun in the year 868, ceased
to be Arabs, and a series of despotic Turks, Berbers and
Mamluks held the reins of government until the conquest
of the country by Selim I of Turkey, in 1517. The result
to the nomad Arabs was disastrous. They were regarded
with no favour or sympathy by anyone. To the native
Copts they and their animals were interlopers and a
nuisance ; to the warlike ruling classes they were con-
temptible, for, as compared with the trained troops of
the standing army, they were useless save for skirmishing
or conducting a foray that promised loot. As taxpayers
they were elusive and not particularly productive when
caught. As subjects they were a perpetual source of
anxiety. Periodically they rose in rebellion, though never
with success, and by the beginning of the 14th century
they were regarded as little better than outlaws. As a
natural result, the tendency of the Arab was to get away
as far as he could from the iron hand of despotism and
the turmoil of precarious uncertainty. "All disorder/*,
Mr. Algernon Cecil has lately remarked, " opens the way
to a new and perhaps more advantageous shuffle in the
perennial game of grab," and the Sudan offered an obvious
line of escape; the expeditions which were periodically
despatched against the Nubians, an opportunity.
So much for the incentives urging the Arabs southwards.
A word must now be said of the main difficulty that was
involved, and the manner in which it was surmounted.
Beyond the first cataract the Christian kingdom of
Nubia, with its capital at Dongola, and territories extend-
ing to what are now the cotton fields of the Gezira lay
athwart the river. To the east and north-east were the
wild nomadic Beja tribesmen (the Fuzzie of the present
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